02/22/69
Memo to President from
NASA administrator Policy
issues regarding manned
space flight, FY1970, future
of NASA

O’Paine to
Ehrlichman
description of
activities and
plans of NASA
03/18/69

PSAC to
Presidents Space
Task Group
outlines
“objectives in post
Apollo period”
07/03/69

Whitehead to
O’Connell
“procurement on
satellite in post
Apollo era”
06/19/69

Whitehead to
General Lincoln
“I am not strongly
wedded to final
recommendation”
06/27/69

Whitehead to
Shapley
“attached is a
rough proposed
working paper”
07/08/69

Whitehead to
Shapley
“will you
please set up a
briefing on
communication
satellite
technology”
07/14/69

Stephen Bull to
Nixon
“3.5 billion in
budget cuts needed”
–NASA
08/08/69

Flanigan to Nixon
CC:Whitehead
“I agree with Dr.
Paine’s
recommendations
that the
administration
concentrate its
support on bills
recognizing
accomplishments in
space”
08/19/69
Flanigan to Dr.
Paine
“Thank you for the
cost reduction
report”
08/21/69

Space task Group
Report
“Post-Apollo Space
Program: Directions for
the Future”
(manned pace flight and
international
considerations copied)
08/27/69
PSAC Advisory
Suggestions
“Reports Prepared
in the last 18
months”
11/19/69
O’Paine to Nixon to
Flanigan for
recommendation
--regarding FY 1971
budget level
-includes stats on
suggested NASA cuts
12/17/69
Flanigan to Nixon
“Renegotiation board
budget appeal”
12/18/69

03/07/70

*Nixon’s statement on Space

01/06/70 Flanigan to
O’Paine and Mayo“It was
agreed that with Dr. Payne
that NASA’s FY 1971
budget will be met subject
to the following presidential
objectives”

****** Whitehead to
Flanigan****The current
NASA budget is as follows,
the major differences are,
BOB, Viking,
** packet includes attached
memo including Kriegsman’s
suggested reductions
(12/29/69), includes
expenses/outlays, and
Flanigan’s NASA budget cuts
01/05/70

03/06/70 Shapley
to Whitehead
“These
are the changes
George Low and
I recommended
to you at Paine’s
request”

03/06/70 Flanigan to Nixon
“To discuss statement on
space and Dr. Paine’s press
briefing”

03/06/70
Flanigan to
Ehrlichman
Advise Paine
meeting w/
the president
“this is not
the occasion
to try and
change his
message on
space

12/01/70
Ed Harper to
Ehrlichman
NERVA
Plans

02/06/71 Whitehead Memo:
“We really ought to decide if we
mean to muddle through on space
policy for the rest of the
presidents term in office or if we
want to get serious about it.”

12/12/70
Low to
Flanigan
CC:Kriegman
“there are two
important points
which bear on the
President’s posture
on NASA..the
BOB and Russia
***includes charts
on payloads Russia
vs USA

02/16/71
Flanigan to
Ehrlichman
“Attached is a
thoughtful
memo I asked
Whitehead to
prepare on
NASA.”

